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Abstract

Rotational excitation of the interstellar HC2NC and HNC3 molecules, two isomers

of HC3N, induced by collisions with H2 is investigated at low collision energy using

a quantum time-independent approach. The scattering calculations are based on new

high-level ab initio 4-dimensional (4D) potential energy surfaces (PESs) computed at

the explicitly-correlated coupled-cluster with single, double, and perturbative triple

excitations [CCSD(T)-F12b] level of theory. The method of interpolating moving least

squares (IMLS) was used to construct 4D analytical PESs. Rotationally inelastic cross

sections among the low-lying rotational levels of HC2NC and HNC3 were obtained using

a pure quantum close-coupling approach for total energies up to ∼ 100 cm−1. The

corresponding thermal rate coefficients were computed for temperatures ranging from 1

to 20 K. Propensity rules in favor of even ∆j1 transitions were found for both HC2NC
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and HNC3 in collisions with para-H2(j = 0), j1 being the rotational level of HC2NC and

HNC3 molecules. The new rate coefficients were compared with previously published

HC3N–para-H2(j = 0) rate coefficients. As expected, differences were found, especially

for the rate coefficients corresponding to ∆j1 = 1 transitions. Such a comparison

confirms the importance of having specific collisional data for the different isomers of

a molecule. The new rate coefficients will be crucial to improve the estimation of the

HC3N:HC2NC:HNC3 abundance ratio in the interstellar medium.

Keywords
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Scattering

1 Introduction

Cyanoacetylene (HC3N) was first detected in the interstellar medium (ISM) in 1971. Turner1

reported observations of the 1− 0 line towards Sgr B2. Since then, HC3N has been detected

in a great variety of astronomical environments from external galaxies, to Galactic interstel-

lar clouds, star forming regions, and planetary atmospheres. Because of its low rotational

constant and large dipole moment, HC3N is considered as a very good thermometer and

barometer in the ISM.2,3

Usually, cyanide compounds like HCN or HC3N display structural isomerism. The abun-

dance and behavior of cyanides and their isomers in cold molecular clouds, especially the

prototypical HCN/HNC system, have been the subject of much interest in the past few

years (see references below). Given the low temperature of these environments, apparent

anomalies in relative isomer populations have raised many questions about possible synthe-

sis mechanisms and the feasibility of paths to isomerisation.

In the case of HC3N, four isomers [HC2NC, HCNC2, HNC3 and C2(H)CN] have been
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found to be stable in the laboratory. Among them, the HC2NC and HNC3 isomers have

been detected in the ISM4,5 and in the circumstellar envelope IRC+10216.6 Knowing the

abundance of the different isomers can be a useful tool to explore the physical and chemical

conditions in molecular clouds.7 Hence, the accurate derivation of the abundance of the

HC3N, HC2NC and HNC3 isomers is of fundamental interest for constraining the nitrogen

and carbon chain chemistry, especially in cold molecular clouds.

However, the full exploitation of the rotational spectra, especially those from emission,

and the accurate derivation of molecular abundances require calculation of collisional rate

coefficients of the detected molecules with the most abundant interstellar species. Colli-

sional data are even crucially needed when the gas density is below the critical density for

line excitation.8 Without these data, only approximate estimates of the molecular column

density are possible assuming local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE), which is generally

not a good approximation.8 Recently, to that aim, Faure et al.9 reported calculations for

rotational excitation of HC3N by collisions with H2, the dominant collisional partner in the

cold ISM. Calculations are based on the interaction potential of Wernli et al.10 whose accu-

racy is checked against spectroscopic measurements of the HC3N–H2 complex.9 The quantum

coupled-channel approach was employed and complemented by quasi-classical trajectory cal-

culations.

However, to the best of our knowledge, no collisional data exist for the other detected

isomers. A simple approach would consist of using HC3N rate coefficients for the interpre-

tation of HC2NC and HNC3 interstellar spectra. However, recent studies have shown that

isomerism effects can be important in collisional studies and that the collisional rate coeffi-

cients of the different isomers can differ significantly.11–14 The most famous example is that

of the HCN and HNC molecules. Indeed, both the magnitude and the propensity rules of

the HCN and HNC rate coefficients are very different, so that the excitation of these two

molecules in the ISM presents very different characteristics.14 It is then important to provide

actual rate coefficients for the HC2NC and HNC3 molecules. The dominant collisional part-
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ner in cold molecular clouds where these two isomers were detected is molecular hydrogen

(H2).

Thus, in this work, we use new 4-dimensional (4D) potential energy surfaces (PESs) for

the ground electronic state of the HC2NC–H2 and HNC3–H2 collisional systems to investigate

the rotational excitation of HC2NC and HNC3 by H2. Collisional cross sections for the low-

lying rotational levels of both HC2NC and HNC3 in collision with para-H2 (hereafter p-H2),

the main constituent of the low temperature interstellar gas, are reported for collision energies

up to 100 cm−1, yielding rate coefficients up to 20 K.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II and III detail the PESs and scattering

calculations, respectively, and Section IV presents our results. Discussion and conclusions

are given in Section V.

2 Potential energy surfaces

2.1 Electronic structure calculations

Prior to compute the PESs of the colliding systems, we had an insight into the relative

energies of the detected isomers of the HC3N molecules. We used a similar approach to

that used by Nguyen et al.15 that benchmarked the energy difference between the HCN

and HNC isomers using a high level composite theoretical approach. Then, energies were

determined from an additive decomposition including a number of terms such as the Hartree-

Fock energy, as well as valence, core, and high-order dynamic correlation, all determined

from coupled-cluster theory near the complete basis set limit. Smaller correction terms

of Diagonal Born-Oppenheimer Correction (DBOC), relativistic, and spin-orbit were also

added. Finally, the significant contribution of anharmonic zero-point vibrational energy was

estimated using perturbation theory. The study by Nguyen et al.15 established the energy

difference between HCN and the less stable HNC isomer as 5212 ± 30 cm−1. We followed

a nearly identical protocol here, except using the explicitly-correlated version of coupled-
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cluster theory [CCSD(T)-F12b],16 and therefore consider our new results as benchmarks

with similar per-atom uncertainties. The 0 K enthalpies of formation for HC3N, HC2NC,

and HNC3 were calculated as 374.59, 488.88, and 588.03 kJ/mol respectively. Thus, relative

to the most stable HC3N isomer, HC2NC and HNC3 are found 9554 and 17842 cm−1 higher

in energy, respectively.

Then, we focused on the HC2NC–H2 and HNC3–H2 PESs. The geometries of the HC2NC–

H2 and HNC3–H2 complexes are characterized by three θ1, θ2 and φ angles, and the distance

R between the centers of masses of HC2NC (HNC3) and H2. The polar angles of HC2NC

(HNC3) and H2 with respect to the z-axis that coincides with ~R are denoted, respectively,

by θ1 and θ2, while φ denotes the dihedral angle between half-planes containing the HC2NC

(HNC3) and H2 bonds. The θ1 = 0◦ and θ2 = 0◦ geometry corresponds to the HH· · ·HCCNC

and HH· · ·CCCNH complexes, respectively.

The bond distance for H2 was fixed at rHH = 0.76665 Å, the vibrationally averaged bond

distance for para-hydrogen, j2 = 0, j2 being the rotational state of H2. For HC2NC (the more

stable isomer), the equilibrium geometry is linear and the structure employed in this study

was that derived by Botschwina et al.17 (denoted semi-empirical) which is consistent with

the observed rotational constants for several isotopomers. As also reported by Botschwina

et al.,17 the equilibrium geometry for the less stable HNC3 isomer was found to be quasi-

linear, with a nearly linear heavy-atom backbone, but with the H-atom bent significantly

away from the backbone axis. Geometry optimization at the CCSD(T)-F12b/VTZ-F12

level16,18 yields a value of 139.5◦ for the C-N-H angle. Figure 1 provides the complete set of

fully relaxed geometric parameters. As a quasi-linear molecule, with only the light H-atom

significantly off-axis, the maximum in the rovibrational ground-state probability density is

expected to be found at linear geometry. Indeed, so far only a single rotational constant has

been determined from the experimental data, thus it was decided to use an effective linear

geometry in the interaction potential. To determine an effective linear structure for HNC3,

a constrained (held linear) geometry optimization was performed at the explicitly correlated
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(AE)-CCSD(T)-F12b/CVQZ-F12 level,16,18 where (AE) indicates that all electrons were in-

cluded in the correlation treatment. The bond distances so obtained are given in Figure 1.

Hence, both HC2NC and HNC3 were considered as rigid linear rotor in the PES calculations.

Figure 1: (Upper) Fully relaxed quasi-linear structure for HNC3 optimized at the CCSD(T)-
F12b/VTZ-F12 level. (Middle) Constrained linear structure for HNC3 optimized at the
(AE)-CCSD(T)-F12b/CVQZ-F12 level (see text). (Lower) Cemi-empirical structure of linear
HC2NC derived by Botschwina et al. (see text). Parameters are given in Angströms and
degrees.

The Molpro electronic structure package was used to perform all of the calculations

reported here.19 4D PESs were constructed for the two systems by fitting automatically–

generated points at the CCSD(T)-F12b/VTZ-F12 level. For HC2NC, two wells with similar

depths are noted. First, a collinear structure with the H2 molecule aligned end-on to the

C-atom of HC2NC, is found with a center-of-mass distance of 5.303 Å and a depth of 174.1

cm−1 relative to separated molecules. Second, a nearly parallel side-by-side structure is

located with a slightly deeper well-depth of 178.0 cm−1. The center-of-mass separation for

this global minimum structure is 3.171 Å. For H2 interacting with the (constrained) linear

HNC3, a deep well (467.9 cm−1) corresponds to a side-on approach of the H2 molecule to the

H-atom end of the HNC3 fragment, with a corresponding center-of-mass distance of 4.750 Å.
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A much shallower well is found for end-on approach of H2 to the C-atom end of the HNC3

fragment (R = 5.359 Å and E = -270.8 cm−1). The various minima can be seen in Figures

2 and 3.

The strength and anisotropy of the PES describing the interaction with collision partners

govern the scattering dynamics and hence the derived cross sections, propensities and rate

coefficients. For interactions of the neutral linear cyanide isomers with H2 considered here,

just as for HCN and HNC,14 the relevant leading electrostatic terms are dipole-quadrupole

and quadrupole-quadrupole. These interactions favor structural isomers of the complex that

are either fully collinear (in the cases of HC2NC and HNC3 the H2 aligns at the bare-C

end of the cyanide), T-shaped arrangements with the H-end of the cyanide approaching the

side of the H2 molecule, or side-by-side parallel. For HC2NC, all three arrangements are

found as stable minima in the complex, with the collinear and side-by-side having similar

well-depths that are slightly more stable than the T-shaped isomer. In the case of HNC3,

again all three structures appear as minima, but here the T-shaped well is by far the deepest

(and much deeper than the wells of the HC2NC system), while the collinear and side-by-side

wells are shallower. The side-by-side wells for the two systems are similar in depth, but

the increased depth of the T-shaped and collinear wells in the HNC3 system corresponds

to significantly greater anisotropy and range in the interaction potential, which impacts the

computed scattering cross sections as is discussed next.

2.2 Analytical representation

4D PESs were constructed for the two isomeric systems using an automated interpolat-

ing moving least squares (IMLS) method. The method has been used in several previous

studies20–22 and is now being freely released as a software package under the name AUTO-

SURF.23–25 The fitting basis and other aspects of the procedure were the same as described

previously. The ranges of intermonomer center-of-mass distances are R = [2.5, 22.0] and

R = [2.3, 22.0] Å for HC2NC–H2 and HNC3–H2 respectively. The global estimated root-
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Figure 2: Plots of the highly anisotropic interaction potential for HC2NC with H2. (Upper
panel) Plot of the end-on approach (θ2 = 0◦) of H2 fragment as a function of intermonomer
distance R and orientation of HC2NC illustrates the collinear well for approach of H2 to the
C-atom end (θ1 = 180◦, see text). (Lower panel) Side-on approach (θ2 = 90◦, φ = 0◦) of H2

locates the global minimum for a near side-by-side arrangement (see text).
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Figure 3: Plots of the highly anisotropic interaction potential for HNC3 with H2. (Upper
panel) Plot of the end-on approach (θ2 = 0◦) of H2 fragment as a function of intermonomer
distance R and orientation of HNC3 illustrates the collinear well for approach of H2 to the
C-atom end (θ1 = 0◦, see text). (Lower panel) Side-on approach of H2 locates the global
minimum for a side-on approach (θ2 = 90◦, φ = 0◦) to the H-atom end of HNC3 (see text).
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mean-squared fitting error tolerance was set to 0.33 cm−1 and the total numbers of symme-

try unique points needed to reach that target were 6095 for HC2NC and 4172 for HNC3.

The maximum repulsive energy included in each fit was 2100 cm−1. The contour plots in

Figures 2 and 3 show the anisotropy of the interaction with respect to the HC2NC and HNC3

rotations, respectively, for end-on and side on approaches of H2 fragment.

Since quantum scattering calculations require an expansion of the angular dependence

of the PES into products of spherical harmonics, the 4D IMLS potential of each isomer

was refitted. In terms of the Jacobi coordinates θ1, θ2 and φ, the angular expansion can be

written as:

V (R, θ1, θ2, φ) =
∑
l1,l2,l

vl1,l2,l(R)sl1,l2,l(θ1, θ2, φ), (1)

where the basis functions sl1,l2,l are products of associated Legendre polynomials and cosine

functions26. Because the PESs are highly anisotropic, the regularization procedure of Wernli

et al.10 was applied by scaling each IMLS PES when it is higher than a prescribed threshold

so that the potential smoothly saturates to a maximum value of 665 cm−1. The expansion

coefficients vl1,l2,l were obtained through a least-squares fit on a random grid of 10000 angular

geometries at each intermolecular separation in the range R = 2.6−15.9 Å. For HC2NC–H2,

the expansion functions were selected iteratively using a Monte-Carlo error estimator, as de-

scribed in Rist & Faure.27 The final expansion included 380 angular terms with anisotropies

up to l1 = 30, l2 = 10, l = 40. The same expansion was used for the HNC3–H2 system. The

rms error was found to be lower than 1 cm−1 for intermolecular separations R > 4.8 Å. At

lower separations, the rms increases to a few cm−1 due to the huge anisotropy and highly

repulsive regions but the fit is still within 1 − 2 cm−1 of the IMLS potential in the global

minima, for both isomers. A cubic spline interpolation was finally employed over the range

R = 2.6− 15.9 Å and it was smooothly connected to exponential and power-law extrapola-

tions at short and long-range, respectively. We note that non-vanishing terms beyond 15.9 Å

correspond to the isotropic, dipole-quadrupole and octupole-quadrupole interaction terms.
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3 Scattering calculations

In this paper, we investigate the following inelastic collision processes:

HC2NC(j1) + p−H2(j2 = 0)→ HC2NC(j′1) + p−H2(j
′
2 = 0) (2)

HNC3(j1) + p−H2(j2 = 0)→ HNC3(j
′
1) + p−H2(j

′
2 = 0) (3)

where j1 and j2 represent the rotational energy levels of HC2NC (HNC3) and H2, respectively.

Note that the para–ortho-H2 conversion is forbidden during the collisions. The hyperfine

structure of the HC2N and HNC3 molecules is neglected in these calculations but can be

considered through from the present data using recoupling techniques as described by Lanza

et al.28

We made use of the new 4D HC2N–H2 and HNC3–H2 PESs to determine rotational

excitation and de-excitation cross sections between the first rotational levels of HC2NC and

HNC3. Both HC2NC and HNC3 molecules were taken as rigid linear rotors with the rotational

constants B0 = 0.1657 cm−1 for HC2NC and B0 = 0.1557 cm−1 for HNC3.29

The standard time-independent coupled scattering equations were solved using the MOLSCAT

code.30 The almost exact Close Coupling (CC) approach26 was used. Calculations were per-

formed for total (kinetic plus internal) energies up to 100 cm−1 for collisions of HC2NC and

HNC3 with para-H2. The integration parameters were selected to ensure convergence of the

cross sections over all of the energy range. Generally, the integration range extended from

2 to at least 25 Å and the STEPS parameter allows one to constrain the step length of the

integrator below 0.1 Å. The HC2NC and HNC3 rotational basis were sufficiently extended

to ensure convergence of the inelastic cross sections. At the largest total energy considered

the HC2NC and HNC3 rotational basis were extended to j1 = 33 and j1 = 34 respectively,

to ensure convergence of the first 16 (up to j1 = 15) rotational levels. The rotational basis of

p-H2 included only the j2 = 0 levels. The level j2 = 2 of p-H2 was neglected because it was

found to affect the cross-sections by less than 10–20 per cent on average while the CPU cost
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was increased by large factors. The maximum value of the total angular momentum J used

in the calculations was set large enough so that the inelastic cross sections were converged

to within 0.05 Å2.

From the inelastic cross sections σj1j2→j′1j
′
2
(Ec), we have obtained the corresponding ther-

mal rate coefficients at temperature T by a Boltzmann average over the collision energy

(Ec):

kj1j2→j′1j
′
2
(T ) =

(
8

πµkB
3T 3

) 1
2

×
∫ ∞
0

σj1j2→j′1j
′
2
Ec e

−Ec/kBT dEc (4)

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant. Calculations up to the kinetic energy of 100 cm−1 allow us

to determine rate coefficients up to 20 K. The complete set of (de-)excitation rate coefficients

will be made available through the LAMDA31 and BASECOL32 databases.

4 Results

We have calculated the energy dependence of the collisional (de-)excitation cross sections

using the computational scheme described above for transitions between the first 16 (j =

0 − 15) rotational levels of HC2NC and HNC3. The representative variation with kinetic

energy of the cross sections is illustrated in Figure 4.

The de-excitation cross sections are almost monotonically decreasing functions of the

energy. At low collision energies, many resonances are found. These are a consequence of

the quasibound states arising from tunneling through the centrifugal energy barrier (shape

resonances), or from the presence of an attractive potential well that allows the H2 molecule

to be temporarily trapped into the well and hence quasibound states to be formed (Fesh-

bach resonances) before the complex dissociates.33 Because of the averaging over collision

energy, Eq. (4), these narrow resonances will have little, if any, effect on the relaxation rate
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Figure 4: Typical rotational de-excitation cross-sections for the HC2NC (upper panel) and
HNC3 (lower panel) molecules in collision with p-H2 as a function of the collision energy.
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coefficients.

We also observe that, for HC2NC–H2, the transitions with ∆j1 = 2 dominate over those

with ∆j1 = 1 for collision energies above 30 cm−1. For HNC3–H2 collisions, the dominance

of transitions with ∆j1 = 2 over those with ∆j1 = 1 is less pronounced but exist, especially

at the highest collision energies explored in this work. Such propensity can be attributed to

a weak odd anisotropy in the HC2NC–H2 and HNC3–H2 PESs. Such propensity rules were

also observed for the HC3N–H2 collisional system9 as well as for many carbon chains such as

C2H34,35 or C6H.36 The dominance of ∆j1 = 2 transitions over ∆j1 = 1 transitions is more

pronounced in the case of HC2NC than in the case of HNC3. This can be explained by a

weaker odd anisotropy in the HC2NC–H2 PES than in the HNC3–H2 PES leading to very

weak vl1,l2,l(R) radial coefficients with odd l1. However, we note that at low collision energy

(Ec < 20 cm−1), no clear propensity rules can be extracted because the behavior or the cross

sections is fully dominated by resonances.

We obtained, by energy averaging of the cross sections, de-excitation rate coefficients for

the first 16 (j = 0− 15) rotational levels of HC2NC and HNC3. The representative variation

with temperature is illustrated in Fig. 5.

No clear propensity rules exist for the two systems at the low temperatures considered

here. Indeed, rate coefficients below 20 K are significantly influenced by the very low collision

energy regime of the cross sections which are fully dominated by resonances. However, we

can note that the propensity in favor of ∆j1 = 2 transitions over the ∆j1 = 1 transitions

increases with increasing rotational state j1 and is obvious for transitions from high rotational

states (see Fig. 6), the dominance of the ∆j1 = 2 transitions over the ∆j1 = 1 transitions

being more pronounced for the HC2NC–H2 collisional system than for the HNC3NC–H2 one.

We note that these propensity rules should be different for collisions with ortho-H2, as found

in the HC3N-H2 system.9
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Figure 5: Typical rate coefficients for the HC2NC (upper panel) and HNC3 (lower panel)
molecules in collision with p-H2 as a function of the collision energy.
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5 Discussion and Conclusion

We have presented the first PESs for the HC2NC–H2 and HNC3–H2 collisional systems.

Both ab initio data were computed at the CCSD(T)-F12b level of theory. 4D PESs were

constructed using the IMLS method. We furthermore performed inelastic scattering calcula-

tions on these surfaces in order to describe the collisions of HC2NC and HNC3 with para-H2

for low internal excitations of HC2NC and HNC3.

In the absence of available collisional data for the HC2NC and HNC3 molecules, rate

coefficients from only HC3N could have been used to model the observations of both isomers

in molecular clouds. In order to check the validity of such an approach and more generally the

impact of isomerism effects in the collisional excitation studies, we have compared HC3N,

HC2NC and HNC3 rate coefficients. Figure 6 shows the HC3N, HC2NC and HNC3 de-

excitation rate coefficients from the j1 = 10 level due to para-H2 collisions at 10 K.
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Figure 6: HC3N–H2, HC2NC–H2 and HNC3–H2 de-excitation rate coefficients from the initial
level j1 = 10 at 10 K.

All the collisional systems exhibit the same propensity rules in favor of ∆j1 = 2 transition.

Nevertheless, we note that the rate coefficients for the ∆j1 = 1 transitions are significantly

different, the rate coefficient for HNC3 being almost two times larger than that of HC3N.

Differences are also found for the other transitions but they are more limited. Such differences
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originate from the differences seen in the PESs. Indeed, as discussed above, the PESs of the

different isomers differ by the shape and the well-depth resulting in significant differences in

the magnitude of the rate coefficients.

Hence, the present comparison confirms that actual rate coefficients should be obtained

for each of the different isomers and confirms previous findings on isomerism effects found

with other cyanides and isocyanides like AlCN/AlNC, MgCN/MgNC or HCN/HNC.

We note that all three isomers have been detected in the TMC-1 dark cloud4,5 and the

prestellar core L1544,37 with abundance ratios HC3N:HC2NC:HNC3 ∼ 500 : 7.5 : 1 in TMC-

1 and ∼ 200 : 10 : 1 in L1544. These ratios significantly deviate from thermodynamic

equilibrium at ∼ 10 K, as expected when the chemistry is under kinetic control. Still, the

relative abundances are in agreement with the relative energies. Isomer abundance ratios

are very important to understand the dominant formations pathways in the ISM. A detailed

modeling of the chemistry of HC3N isomers can be found in the recent work of Vastel et al.37

The analysis of the observations, however, were so far performed within the LTE hypothesis

due to the lack of collisional rate coefficients for HC2NC and HNC3. The present data will

help to derive more accurate abundance ratios through non-LTE modeling and therefore to

improve our understanding of relative isomer populations. In particular, as the different iso-

mers exhibit different excitation conditions, we anticipate that the LTE approximation used

in previous work will not impact the abundance of the isomers homogeneously. A revision

of the HC3N:HC2NC:HNC3 abundance ratio could then be anticipated. An accurate deter-

mination of such ratio will put more constraints on the understanding of nitrogen chemistry

in the ISM that is still only partly understood.

Finally, the present calculations will be extended to higher rotational levels and temper-

ature to cover the astrophysical needs, especially for the interpretation of the observations

of warm ISM and circumstellar gas. In these calculations, collisions with orho-H2 will be

considered as it can be a primary collisional partner in such regions.
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